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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we derive an analytical model to evaluate the ef-
fect of jointly tuning the carrier sense threshold and employ-
ing multiple data rates on the network capacity in multi-rate,
multi-hop wireless networks. The proposed model character-
izes the channel status within the carrier sense range of an indi-
vidual transmitter. The per-node throughput attained by each
transmitter is then obtained by deriving the probability that
each state occurs and its expected duration. The effect of mul-
tiple channel rates provided by IEEE 802.11 a/b/g protocols is
also taken into account. As a preamble to devising a localized
algorithm for tuning systems parameters, we propose a control
reference and derive, for each data rate, its optimal value, the
range of which remains approximately constant regardless of
network dynamics. Based on the insight shed from the analyti-
cal model, we then devise a distributed and localized algorithm
with which each node first selects a data rate and the associ-
ated carrier sense threshold based on the network condition,
and then tunes the contention window size so that the value of
the control reference measured stays in its optimal range. We
show via simulation that the proposed algorithm, as compared
to the existing IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol, yields a higher net-
work capacity.
Keywords
Multi-rate wireless ad hoc networks, channel state model,
reference mechanism, link adaptation, contention control
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years we have witnessed the enormously grow-
ing popularity of wireless-enabled mobile/portable de-
vices and their associated applications. In particular,
IEEE 802.11 is the most prevailing technology for wireless
access. The IEEE 802.11 standards specifies two MAC
protocols: Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and
Point Coordination Function (PCF), between which DCF
is the most widely used as well as studied access strategy
in current WLANs.
The performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF in WLANs has
been investigated through several studies [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8,
9]. Cal`ı et al. [2] investigate the performance of IEEE
802.11 DCF by approximating it with a p-persistent model.
Their analytical model demonstrates the system through-
put only relies on the value of p and the number of active
nodes. They also show that with the current parame-
ter settings of IEEE 802.11, the maximal achievable sys-
tem throughput falls far beneath the theoretical capacity
bound. Bianchi [5] models the evolution of the backoff
window size of a single node as a two-dimensional dis-
crete Markov chain. With the transmission attempt prob-
ability derived from the model, the normalized system
throughput is obtained under the assumption that each
transmission attempt has a constant and independent col-
lision probability. It is shown that the performance of
DCF mainly depends on the minimum contention widow
size and the number of active nodes. Kumar et al. [7] ex-
tend Bianchi’s model with fixed point analysis, and give
explicit expressions for the collision probability, the ag-
gregate attempt rate, and the aggregate throughput in
the asymptotic regime of a large number of nodes. All
these studies focus on single-cell WLANs.
Recently Medepalli and Tobagi [8] present an analyti-
cal framework that extends Bianchi’s model to multi-hop
wireless networks. They show that adapting the mini-
mum contention window size is more effective to achieve
better performance than adjusting the window size in
the range between the minimum and the maximum value
of the window size. What has not been exclusively ad-
dressed in the study is the impact of the carrier sense
threshold on the network performance. Note that un-
der IEEE 802.11 DCF, a node initiates its transmission
only when the signal strength sampled is below the car-
rier sense threshold. This attribute ultimately determines
the level of spatial reuse (i.e., the number of concurrent
connections can take place at the same time) and the
quality of a transmission (i.e., the received interference
level at a receiver). The analysis performed by Medepalli
and Tobagi also does not consider the multi-rate capa-
bility of IEEE 802.11 DCF that has been implemented
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in several 802.11 chipsets. Ma et al. [9] propose an ana-
lytical model for evaluating multi-hop wireless networks
while taking into account of the effect of carrier sense
threshold. The channel status around a reference node in
the network is modeled as a Markov chain model, based
on which the average saturation throughput is derived.
The major problem with the model is that it only takes
into account of the hidden node problem (i.e., the effect
caused by nodes outside the carrier sense range of a trans-
mitter but within the interference range of its associated
receiver), and does not consider the exposed node prob-
lem (i.e., the effect caused by nodes within the carrier
sense range of a transmitter). As will be elaborated on
later in the paper, while the hidden node problem af-
fects the collision probability, the exposed node problem
is closely related to the level of spatial reuse. This work
is also carried out under the assumption of single data
rates. Recently, Yang et al. [10] model channel activi-
ties in IEEE 802.11 operated wireless networks from the
perspective of an individual transmitter as a set of fixed
point equations. However, their model also does not take
the multi-rate capability into account.
Based on the analysis of DCF, research efforts have
also been made on improving the system throughput sus-
tained by 802.11 DCF [2, 3, 6, 11, 12, 13]. Recently
Heusse et al. [14] propose the idle sense scheme in which
each node adapts its contention window size so that it
converges to a near-optimal value for a given network
condition. Hu and Hou [15] propose a MAC congestion
control (MCC) mechanism for the purpose of maximiz-
ing the bandwidth utilization and achieving proportional
bandwidth allocation. They identify control parameters
and the ranges for their optimal values for a given network
condition. MCC then measures the control reference and
attempts to keep it in the optimal range by adjusting the
packet dequeuing rate from the interface queues. Again,
these studies are performed for single-cell WLANs.
By extending Bianchi’s [5] and Kumar’s [7] models,
we develop in this paper an analytical model to evalu-
ate the effect of jointly tuning the carrier sense threshold
for spatial reuse and employing multiple data rates on the
performance of network capacity in multi-rate, multi-hop
wireless networks. Based on the insight shed from the
analytical model, we then devise a distributed and local-
ized algorithm with which each node dynamically tunes
its data rate, carrier sense threshold, and contention win-
dow size depending on the channel condition and usage
of the wireless medium. Specifically, the major contribu-
tions of this paper are
• We propose a new channel state model for IEEE
802.11 DCF, extending the previous models in [5,
7] to multi-rate, multi-hop networks. The proposed
model considers the channel status within the car-
rier sense range of a node, instead of its transmis-
sion range, thus capturing the effect of the carrier
sense threshold on the network capacity. Because
the channel status of a node may be different from
each other at an arbitrary time instant, capturing
a consistent view for the entire network is therefore
difficult. Instead, we model the channel status from
the perspective of an individual transmitter, and
categorize it with four channel states: idle, busy,
successful transmission and collision. We obtain
the per-node throughput attained by each transmit-
ter by deriving the probability that each state oc-
curs and its expected duration. We have also taken
into account the effect of multiple channel rates pro-
vided by IEEE 802.11 a/b/g protocols. (Note that
although we use the IEEE 802.11a protocol as an ex-
ample in the performance evaluation, the proposed
model can be readily applied to IEEE 802.11b and
g protocols.)
• Based on the analytical model derived, we study the
tradeoff between the effect of exposed nodes and
the effect of hidden nodes by varying the carrier
sense range under different system parameter set-
tings. Both analysis and simulation results show
that, given a data rate, the optimal carrier sense
range is slightly less than the sum of the distance
between the transmitter tx and the receiver rx and
the interference range of the receiver rx. Moreover,
the optimal carrier sense range approaches the sum
of the two ranges as the network load gets heavy
(i.e., as the payload size, the node density, and/or
the transmit attempt probability increase). This im-
plies that the optimal carrier sense threshold is so
determined that it strikes a balance between both
effects and minimizes the throughput degradation
caused by both effects. In addition, we also study
the effect of the distance between tx and rx on the
optimal data rate through both numerical compu-
tation and simulation.
• We propose a control reference and derive, for each
data rate, its optimal value that guarantees the op-
timal network operation. The control reference we
consider is the number of idle slots between two con-
secutive busy slots, and its optimal value is set to
its mean at the optimal operating point. Because
the optimal value of the control reference can be
expressed as a function of the contention window
size, we calculate the optimal value of the contention
window size from the derived per-node throughput,
under the approximate operational optimal point of
the carrier sense range (i.e., the carrier sense range
is set to the sum of the distance between tx and rx
and the interference range of rx corresponding to the
chosen data rate). The approximation is validated
via simulation in the course of model validation.
• Based on all the findings above, we propose a dis-
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tributed and localized algorithm, called Link Adap-
tation and Contention Control (LACC). In LACC,
each node performs link adaptation procedure based
on channel and network condition: it selects the
optimal data rate to be used and the correspond-
ing carrier sense threshold based on the frame er-
ror rate that it perceives. Once the data rate is
determined, the node performs a contention con-
trol procedure during the interval of transmitting
with this data rate: it adjusts the contention win-
dow size so that the control reference stays in the
range of the optimal control reference value (corre-
sponding to the selected data rate). Via simulation
[20], we show that the proposed link adaptation and
the contention control mechanism of LACC gain the
performance improvement up to 30.7% and 35.1%,
respectively..
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
After briefly summarizing how IEEE 802.11 DCF oper-
ates in Section 2, we introduce the the propagation and
interference model in Section 3. We then delve into the
derivation of the new channel state model of IEEE 802.11
DCF from the perspective of an individual transmitter in
Section 4. The derived model is validated in Section 5.
Several insights shed from the results are also discussed
there. In Section 6, we introduce the control reference
and determine the range of its optimal values in which the
system stays in the optimal operating condition. Based
on the all the findings above, we then devise and eval-
uate a link adaptation and contention control algorithm
in Section 7. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 8
with a list of research avenues for future work.
2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF IEEE 802.11 DCF
IEEE 802.11 specifies two basic access mechanism: Dis-
tributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Co-
ordination Function (PCF). DCF is a contention based
medium access protocol and PCF is a polling based one.
We are concerned only with DCF in this work, which is
widely investigated and applied in practice.
DCF employs a carrier sense multiple access with col-
lision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol with binary expo-
nential backoff (BEB). Under CSMA/CA, a node which
has a frame to be sent first senses the wireless medium
to detect whether it is idle. To this end, two sensing
mechanisms are supported: physical carrier sense (PCS)
and virtual carrier sense (VCS). In carrier sensing, if the
medium is found to be idle for a Distributed InterFrame
Space (DIFS) interval, then the node transmits. Oth-
erwise, the node defers its transmission according to the
BEB procedure: the node selects a backoff time randomly
in the range of [0, CW − 1], where CW is the Contention
Window size ranging from CWmin to CWmax, depending
on backoff level; CW is initially set to CWmin, and dou-
bled up to CWmax after each time the node experiences
tx
rx
d
Dtri
Dcsi Dinti−1
Dinti
Dinti+1
Figure 1: Geometry of carrier sensing area, inter-
ference area, and transmission area for tx− rx.
a collision. The backoff counter decrements by one when
the medium is idle for each physical slot time σ, other-
wise it freezes. It resumes when the medium is sensed idle
again for more than a DIFS. When the backoff counter
reaches zero, the node transmits its packet and waits for
an acknowledgment (ACK) frame from the receiver node.
If the node does not receives the ACK frame within a pe-
riod time called Short InterFrame Space (SIFS), then it
assumes that the transmission is unsuccessful and per-
forms backoff updating CW according to BEB.
3. BACKGROUNDS MATERIAL
3.1 Propagation and Interference Model
The path-loss radio propagation model considered in
the paper is as follows: the received signal power Prx at
a receiver rx from the transmitter tx, which is of distance
d away from rx and with the transmitted power Ptx, is
given by:
Prx =
Ptx
dθ
, (1)
where θ is the path loss factor, ranging from 2 (line of
sight free space) to 4 (indoor).
In order to decode the signal transmitted with the
data rate Ri properly, the receiver should detect a sig-
nal strength greater than a threshold called the receiver
sensitivity (Srxi ) corresponding to Ri. Table 1 shows the
minimum receiver (RX ) sensitivity for data rates sus-
tainable under IEEE 802.11a. Based on the propagation
model and the receiver sensitivity requirements, we can
determine the transmission range (Dtri ) for Ri, defined as
the maximal value of d such that Prx ≥ S
rx
i , as follows:
Dtri =
(
Ptx
Srxi
) 1
θ
. (2)
Therefore, assuming thatRi ≤ Ri+1, if d satisfiesD
tr
i+1 ≤
d < Dtri , then rx can be supported by a total of i avail-
able data rates, i.e., from R1 to Ri.
Under CSMA/CA mechanism of IEEE 802.11, a node
senses the medium first before it intends to transmit (this
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Table 1: For BERs less than or equal to 10−5,
the 802.11a standard specifies minimum receiver
sensitivity and SIR required to support the cor-
responding data rate.
i (Ri) RX sensitivity (dBm) SIR (dB)
1 (6 Mbps) -82 6.02
2 (9 Mbps) -81 7.78
3 (12 Mbps) -79 9.03
4 (18 Mbps) -77 10.79
5 (24 Mbps) -74 17.04
6 (36 Mbps) -70 18.80
7 (48 Mbps) -66 24.05
8 (54 Mbps) -65 24.56
procedure is termed as physical carrier sensing). Only
when the signal strength sampled is below a threshold
called the Carrier Sense Threshold, will the node initi-
ate the transmission [22]. We assume that a node can
designate values differently to the carrier sense threshold
for each data rate Ri (S
cs
i ). With the aid of Eq. (1), the
carrier sense range Dcsi , defined as the minimum distance
between tx using Ri and any transmitter node, can be
expressed as
Dcsi =
(
Ptx
Scsi
) 1
θ
. (3)
With the physical carrier sensing, besides the signal
from the transmitter tx, the receiver rx may receive the
signals from other transmitters more than Dcsi away from
tx, and they are regarded as interferers to rx. The re-
ceiver rx can correctly decode the signal transmitted from
tx with the data rate Ri if the signal to interference power
ratio (SIR) is not less than a certain threshold Ssiri (the
level of SIR required for each data rate is shown in Ta-
ble 11.), i.e.,
SIR =
Ptx/d
θ∑
tx′ 6=tx Ptx′/d
θ
tx′
. (4)
Then, from the interference model of Eq. (4), the in-
terference range (Dinti ) for the signal from tx with Ri,
defined as the minimum distance at which the receiver
rx will be interfered in sustaining the data rate Ri by
another source, can be derived as
Dinti = (S
sir
i )
1
θ · d. (5)
Note that in Eq. (5), we ignore the effect of the back-
ground noise.
3.2 Effect of Accumulative Interference
By the definition of Dcsi , each node in the carrier sense
range Dcsi is a contending node whose transmission will
1SIR thresholds in the Table includes the level of background
noise at a receiver.
make node rx sense a busy channel. However, nodes out-
side the range of Dcsi may transmit at the same time and
their accumulative signal may exceed Scsi . As a result,
the effective set of contending nodes is larger than those
within Dcsi , and includes virtual nodes which account for
the effect of accumulative signals by multiple nodes out-
side Dcsi . Yang et al. [10] have formalized the notion of
virtual nodes, and shown that the carrier sense threshold
Scsi and the SIR threshold S
sir
i for rate Ri should be ad-
justed as follows to incorporate the effect of accumulative
interference:


Scsi ←
(
θ−2
θ
) θ
2 · Scsi
Ssiri ←
(
θ
θ−2
) θ
2
· Ssiri .
By plugging Scsi and S
sir
i into the derived model in
Section 3.1, we will be able to calculate the number of
contending nodes or interference nodes in the same fash-
ion (but with the effect of accumulative interference con-
tributed by nodes outsideDcsi considered). The geometry
of the areas created by each range is shown in figure 1.
4. PROPOSED MODEL FOR CHARACTER-
IZING IEEE 802.11-OPERATED MULTI-
RATE AD-HOC NETWORKS
We assume that nodes are distributed over a two di-
mensional plane obeying the Poisson point process with
density of λ. In order to remove the performance degrada-
tion caused by waiting packets from upper layers, which
is not our concern, we consider the saturated case, i.e.,
nodes always have the packets to transmit.
Previous models [2, 5, 7] consider the infra-structure
mode (Access Point (AP)-to-nodes pairs), and every node
is assumed to be located within the transmission range of
each other. Thus, all nodes observe the same state of the
channel, and the channel activities can be modeled from
the perspective of one central entity (i.e., AP). On the
other hand, a node in the Ad-Hoc mode (node-to-node
pairs) is likely to be outside the transmission range of
most of the others, and different nodes may observe the
different state of the channel. Hard to have a consistent
view for the whole network, we model the channel activ-
ities in the perspective of an individual transmitter node
tx. In particular, the channel activities within the carrier
sense range (Dcsi ) of tx for Ri are considered. Then, the
channel activities observed by tx in an arbitrary (virtual)
slot2 may be categorized into as follows:
• idle: This is the case where the strength of signal
sampled for sensing the channel is below Scsi indi-
2We follow Bianchi’s model and define a virtual slot as the
interval between the occurrences of two specific events. It may
be much longer than the physical slot size σ. For example,
the transmission slot is composed of frame size consecutive
physical slots.
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cating the channel is not used now by any nodes
within Dcsi of tx, and tx itself does not try to trans-
mit since its backoff counter has not expired. The
duration of idle state, T di , is the length of an empty
slot defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard.
• busy: This is the case where the strength of signal
received by tx, which is in backoff stage, exceeds Scsi
indicating the channel around tx is occupied with
transmission from other nodes. In practice, tx can
not know whether the transmission ends up with a
success or a collision. We denote the duration of
busy as T bi .
• successful transmission for a packet using data rate
Ri: This is the case where tx has sent a data frame
modulated with Ri to the receiver rx, and receives
an ACK frame from rx within an interval of SIFS.
Its duration is denoted by T si .
• collision during transmitting a packet using data rate
Ri: This is the case where tx dose not receive an
ACK frame from rx within an interval of SIFS af-
ter the data frame is transmitted with Ri. Since an
ACK frame is much smaller than a data frame and
generally transmitted with low (therefore, robust)
data rate, losing an ACK frame is assumed to be
negligible. This state is therefore due to the collision
during transmitting the data frame. Its duration is
denoted by T ci .
Let τ denote the transmission probability of a node
in the next time slot given that channel is sensed idle.
We assume for simplicity that the contention window size
(CW ) is constant and hence τ is fixed. From [5], this is
given by
τ =
2
CW + 1
. (6)
Also, we denote the probability that the channel status
(in a virtual slot) is idle, busy, successful transmission
with data rate Ri, collision during transmitting with data
rate Ri, as P
d
i , P
b
i , P
s
i and P
c
i , respectively. We now
derive the probability for each of the channel states.
Derivation of P di :. The channel is in the idle state when
none of the nodes (excluding the transmitter) within the
carrier sense range Dcsi of tx transmits in the next time
slot, and tx itself does not attempt to transmit. Thus,
the probability that the channel is in the idle state, P di ,
is given by
P di = (1− τ)
λπ(Dcsi )
2+1. (7)
Derivation of P bi :. The probability that the channel is in
the busy state, P bi , is the probability that some of the
nodes within the carrier sense range Dcsi of tx transmits
Dcsi
d
ω1(i) ω2(i)
Dinti
Ahidi
Figure 2: Hidden area for tx− rx.
in a virtual slot but node tx does not. Thus, P bi is given
by
P bi = (1 − τ) · (1− (1− τ)
λπ(Dcsi )
2
). (8)
Derivation of P si :. To derive the probability of successful
transmission with data rate Ri, P
s
i , we define (Figure 2)
P inti
△
= Prob(No nodes in the intersection area of the
carrier sense range of tx and the interference range Dinti
of rx transmit in the next slot), and
P hidi
△
= Prob(No collision due to hidden nodes is in-
curred during the transmission of tx) = Prob(No nodes
in the interference range Dinti of rx less the carrier sense
range of tx transmit in the next slot).
Then P si , can be expressed as
P si = τ · P
int
i · P
hid
i . (9)
The probability that no other nodes within the intersec-
tion area of the interference range Dinti of rx and the
carrier sense range of tx transmits in a virtual slot, P inti ,
is given by
P inti = (1− τ)
λ(π(Dinti )
2−Ahidi ), (10)
where Ahidi is the hidden node area with respect to tx
with data rate Ri. As shown in Figure 2, a hidden node
lies in the interference range of rx (the circle centered
at rx with radius Dinti ) less the carrier sensing area of tx
(the circle centered at tx with radius of Dcsi ). The hidden
node area can be expresses in terms of d, Dcsi , and D
int
i
as follows:
A
hid
i =
8
>
<
>
:
0, (Dcs
i
≥ d + Dint
i
);
ω1(i) · (D
int
i
)2 − ω2(i) · (D
cs
i
)2
+d · Dcs
i
· |sin(ω2(i))|, (D
int
i
− d ≤ Dcs
i
≤ d +Dint
i
);
pi((Dint
i
)2 − (Dcs
i
)2), (Dcs
i
≤ Dint
i
− d),
where ω1(i) = π − arccos
(
d2+(Dinti )
2−(Dcsi )
2
2dDint
i
)
, and
ω2(i) = arccos
(
(Dcsi )
2+d2−(Dinti )
2
2dDcs
i
)
.
The probability that no nodes in the hidden node area
transmit in a virtual slot, P hidi , can be calculated from
the condition that during the data transmission termed
as vulnerable period no nodes in the hidden node area
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transmit. Note that the vulnerable period is defined as
the interval during which if any node within the interfer-
ence range Dinti of rx but outside the carrier sense range
of tx attempts to transmit, the transmission from node tx
to node rx will be unsuccessful. Let Nvsi be the number
of virtual slots in the vulnerable period. Nvsi is given by
Nvsi = T
pl
i /T
vs
r¯ , where T
pl
i and T
vs
r¯ are the payload trans-
mission time (including the physical and MAC headers)
with the data rate Ri and the expected time for a virtual
slot with the mean data rate of the neighboring nodes, r¯.
P hidi , can now be expressed as
P hidi = (1− τ)
λ·Ahidi ·N
vs
i . (11)
Derivation of P ci :. The probability P ci is the probability
that a collision is incurred due to the transmission activ-
ities within the interference range Dinti of rx. It can be
expressed as
P ci = τ · (1− P
int
i · P
hid
i ). (12)
Derivation of State Durations:. The duration of T di , T si ,
and T ci can be given according to the IEEE 802.11 spec-
ifications [22, 23] as follows:

T di = σ
T si = T
pl
i + T
ack
i + SIFS +DIFS + 2υ,
T ci = T
pl
i +DIFS + υ
where σ is the length of a physical slot defined in the
IEEE 802.11a standard, υ is propagation delay, and T acki
is the duration for an ACK frame. The reason why DIFS
is included in T ci is that a node in Ad-Hoc mode can not
detect a collision unlike in Infra-Structure mode where a
collision is readily found, and the interval of Extended
InterFrame Space (EIFS) is needed to wait.
Derivation of T bi , on the other hand, is not as simple as
that of the other parameters. Take Figure 3 as an exam-
ple. It is assumed that the node X has two transmitters
Y and Z within its carrier sense range, and it is away
from both of them enough to be the exposed node. Also,
we assume that Y starts its transmission, and the chan-
nel state around X just turns into busy from idle. Since
Z is located out of the carrier sense range of Y and still
senses the medium to be idle, it can attempt transmission
if its backoff counter comes to zero as shown in the figure.
Then, T bi is the elapsed time from the beginning of Y ’s
transmission to the end of Z’s transmission. There is,
however, also some chance that Y can initiate its trans-
mission again before Z’s transmission is over, prolonging
T bi . As shown in the example, T
b
i is affected by the activ-
ities of exposed nodes and is a function of node density,
attempt probability, and mean time for transmission.
To drive an approximate expression of T bi , we assume
that over the long run, each node has a fixed transmit
probability τ , and is distributed by following the Poisson
time
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        
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T bi
Dcsi
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Figure 3: Illustration for the derivation of T bi .
point process with the node density of λ. We also assume
(for simplicity) that the transmission time of a data frame
follows a exponential distribution with mean T sr¯ , where r¯
is the mean data rate of neighboring nodes’ transmissions.
From the perspective of an individual node, the channel
activities within its carrier sense range Dcsi can be mod-
eled as a M/M/∞ queue; the arrivals can be regarded
as transmission attempts by other nodes within Dcsi , and
are assumed to follow a poisson process with parameter
ζi = τλπ(D
cs
i )
2; all concurrent transmission attempts by
neighboring nodes can be served at the same time (no
matter it is successful or not); thus we can model it as a
M/M/∞ queue, where the service rate for one customer
is µ = 1/T sr¯ . By queueing theory, the equilibrium dis-
tribution of the system is pk =
(ζi/µ)
k
k! e
−ζi/µ. Note that
T bi is actually the expected busy period of this M/M/∞
queue. A busy period begins with the arrival of a cus-
tomer to an empty system and ends when the system is
again empty. We know the holding time of the empty
state is 1/ζi, and the cycle time of the empty state is
1/ζip0. Thus, T
b
i = 1/ζip0 − 1/ζi =
1
ζi
(eζiT
s
r¯ − 1).
Average Per-node Saturation Throughput:. With all the
parameters derived, the average saturation throughput
per node with data rate Ri, Γi, can be expressed as
Γi =
P si · T
pl
i
T vsi
·Ri =
P si · T
pl
i · Ri
P di · T
d
i + P
b
i · T
b
i + P
s
i · T
s
i + P
c
i · T
c
i
,
where T vsi is the expected duration for a virtual slot for
the node with Ri.
5. MODEL VALIDATION
We have implemented the derived IEEE 802.11 DCF
model in MATLAB [21] to study how the carrier sense
threshold affects the network performance under differ-
ent settings of packet lengths, node densities, contention
window sizes, and distances between tx and rx. We have
also conducted simulation to validate the model and the
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Table 2: Characteristics of IEEE 802.11a OFDM
physical layer.
Variable Value Definition
σ 9 µs Slot time
SIFS 16 µs SIFS time
DIFS 34 µs DIFS = SIFS + 2× σ
Tpreamble 16 µs PLCP preamble duration
Tsig 4 µs PLCP SIGNAL field duration
Tsymbol 4 µs OFDM symbol interval
BpSi Ri/(2× 10
6) Bytes per Symbol
assumptions made in the analysis.
5.1 IEEE 802.11a Physical Layer Characteris-
tics for Simulation
As shown in Table 1, the IEEE 802.11a physical layer
provides eight modes with different modulation schemes
and coding rates. Each MAC frame (termed in the spec-
ification as MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU)) consists
of a MAC header, a frame body, and a frame check se-
quence (FCS). The MAC header and the FCS together
are 28 octets for a data frame, and 14 octets for a ACK
frame. During transmission through the physical layer, a
PLCP preamble and a PLCP header are added to create
a PLCP Protocol Data Unit (PPDU). The PLCP pream-
ble field is of duration of Tpreamble and composed of 10
repetitions of a short training sequence (0.8 µs) and two
repetitions of a long training sequence (4 µs). The PLCP
header (less the SERVICE field) is of duration of Tsig and
constitutes a single OFDM symbol. Each OFDM symbol
interval is denoted by Tsymbol and its duration is 4 µs.
The 16-bit SERVICE field of the PLCP header and the
MPDU (along with 6-bit tail and pad bits), represented
by DATA, are transmitted at the specified data rate.
Table 2 summaries the characteristics of IEEE 802.11a
OFDM physical layer. The duration of each MAC data
frame and ACK frame can be expressed as
T pli = Tpreamble + Tsig + Tsymbol × [SERV ICE +
MACHeader+ Lpli + FCS + Tail + Pad]/BpSi
= 20µs + 4µs× [(16 + 6)/8 + 28 + Lpli ]/BpSi,
T acki = Tpreamble + Tsig + Tsymbol × [MACHeader +
FCS]/BpSi
= 20µs + 4µs× [(16 + 6)/8 + 14]/BpSi.
5.2 Analytical vs. Simulation Results
Effects of exposed nodes and hidden nodes on the op-
timal carrier sense range:. We now study the tradeoff
between the effect caused by exposed nodes and that by
hidden nodes on the optimal carrier sense range. With a
smaller carrier sense range, a larger portion of the inter-
ference area centered at the receiver is uncovered by the
Table 3: Optimal carrier sense range for the first
5 scenarios in Figure 4. The values given in paren-
theses are analytical results.
Scenario 6 Mpbs 18 Mpbs 36 Mpbs 54 Mpbs
1 64 (88) 84 (105) 127 (149) 170 (195)
2 70 (88) 90 (106) 130 (149) 184 (196)
3 67 (89) 90 (107) 136 (151) 184 (198)
4 67 (89) 87 (107) 133 (151) 184 (199)
5 70 (90) 93 (108) 139 (153) 190 (201)
d+Dinti 96 114 158 204
carrier sense range of the transmitter. As a result, more
hidden nodes but less exposed nodes are present. Note
that the hidden nodes affect whether or not a transmis-
sion is successful, i.e., the lager number of hidden nodes,
the lower chance of transmission success. On the other
hand, a transmitter node exposed to any on-going trans-
mission (i.e., an exposed nodes) should defer its transmis-
sion until the wireless medium is sensed idle. In general,
the lager number of exposed nodes, the lower level of spa-
tial reuse. Therefore, the carrier sense threshold should
be carefully tuned to strike a balance between the both
effects and achieve the maximum throughput.
The optimal carrier sense range varies with the three
parameters: length of payload (Lpli ), contention window
size (CW ), and density of nodes (λ). The level of Lpli
determines the duration of T pli (T
pl
i ∝ L
pl
i ). By Eq. (11),
the larger T pli (i.e., the larger L
pl
i ) the smaller P
hid
i ,
which leads to a lower value of P si . By Eq. (6), CW
is inversely proportional to τ . Thus, a lower value of
CW means that a transmitter node attempts to access
the medium more aggressively. With a higher value of
τ , a transmitted frame may incur collision with a higher
probability, because nodes within the interference range
of the corresponding receiver also attempt to access the
medium more aggressively at the same time (i.e., lower
values of P inti and P
hid
i ). Another source of collision is
the node density λ. The larger the number of nodes (i.e.,
the larger value of λ), the higher chance of collision. Fig-
ure 4 shows the effects of changing λ ((s1, a1) vs. (s2,
a2)), Lpli ((s1, a1) vs. (s3, a3)), and CW ((s1, a1) vs.
(s4, a4)). Note that in Figure 4 the parameters are so
varied that the network load changes from light-loaded
(Figure 4 (s1, a1)) to heavy-loaded (Figure 4 (s2, a2) and
(s5, a5)).
Figure 4 also serves to validate the proposed through-
put model. The curves corresponding to simulation re-
sults exhibit the same trends as those corresponding to
analytical results, even though there do exist some dif-
ferences in the absolute throughput values. Note that
larger differences occur when the carrier sense range is
small (less than 50 meters). One possible explanation is
that the node distribution within a carrier sense range
7
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Figure 4: Simulation and analytical results for 6 different scenarios (in which Lpl, CW, λ and d are varied).
In each simulation, the carrier sense range is sampled with a spacing of 20 meters, The first 5 scenarios
are used to show the effects of exposed nodes and hidden nodes on the optimal carrier sense range.
Additional sample points are tested around the optimal carrier sense range for each data rate with a
spacing of 3 meters. The last 2 scenarios are used to show the effect of the distance between tx and rx
on the optimal data rate.
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does not exactly follow the Poisson point process when
the carrier sense range is small.
Table 3 shows both the simulation and analytical re-
sults of the optimal carrier sense range under the first five
scenarios in Figure 4. Starting with modestly less than
d+Dinti , the optimal carrier sense rangeD
cs∗
i for data rate
Ri approaches d + D
int
i as the network becomes heavy-
loaded (i.e., larger values of Lpli and λ and lower values
of CW ). The reason for the increase is that the impact
of hidden nodes on collisions (and hence the throughput
degradation) becomes more significant as compared with
the impact of exposed nodes. Thus, the optimal car-
rier sense range converges to the point where the hidden
area is much reduced. In addition, the reason why Dcs∗i
approaches d+Dinti is that the collision probability of a
transmission is saturated from the point d+Dinti onwards
since over this point there exists no hidden area while the
number of transmissions per node decreases with increase
in the carrier sense range. As a result, the throughput
degradation caused by exposed nodes becomes more pro-
nounced. Note that this trend is observed in instances of
all data rates.
Effect of the distance between tx and rx on the optimal
data rate:. Another interesting issue is What is the best
data rate to be used for transmission? Both simulation
and analytical results show that a higher data rate is pre-
ferred when the channel status between tx and rx is in
a good condition. The throughput attained under differ-
ent data rates and two different values of d is plotted in
Figure 4 (s5, a5) and (s6, a6). Both analytic and simula-
tion results show that starting with 36 Mbps in the case
of d = 40 m (Figure 4 (s5, a5)), the best rate gradually
decreases to 18 Mbps when d is reduced to 55 m (Fig-
ure 4 (s6, a6)). This is because the throughput gain that
results from using a higher data rate (thereby a shorter
transmission time) decreases faster as d increases, since
the throughput degradation caused by transmission col-
lisions and busy channels is proportional to d2 (i.e., the
interference area and the carrier sense area).
6. THEORETICAL BASE FOR OPTIMAL OP-
ERATING POINT IN MULTI-RATE WIRE-
LESS NETWORKS
With the throughput analysis in Section 4 each node
may seek to maximize its per-node throughput when it
uses the data rate Ri. As shown in Section 5, two con-
trol parameters: the carrier sense range (Dcsi ) and the
transmission probability (τ) need to be tuned optimally
for the purpose. However, tuning Dcsi or τ may not be
feasible due to the following reasons: First, the system
parameters such as the node density λ and the mean
data rates used by nodes in Dcsi , r¯, may not be read-
ily available. Second, even with the knowledge of these
parameters, solving the equation numerically in real-time
fashion may be computationally expensive. Our interest
in this section is thus to identify desirable properties that
are associated with optimal operating conditions, robust
against network dynamics, and can be readily utilized in
distributed algorithms.
6.1 Optimal Values of Dcsi and τ
As observed in Section 5, the optimal level of the carrier
sense range, Dcs∗i , for a node with data rate Ri depends
on several system parameters. This makes selection of an
adequate value of Dcs∗i challenging in practice. However,
we note that Dcs∗i approaches closely to d +D
int
i as the
network gets heavy-loaded. Hence we propose to use d+
Dinti as the value for D
cs
i .
Given Dcs∗i , we now derive the optimal transmission
probability τ∗. To this end, we revisit Eq. (13). Note that
Ahidi in both Eqs. (10) and (11) becomes zero because
Dcs∗i covers the entire interference area of the receiver
rx. Accordingly, the probabilities for channel activities
become 

P di = (1 − τ)
Mcsi +1,
P bi = 1− τ − (1− τ)
Mcsi +1,
P si = τ · (1− τ)
Minti +1,
P ci = τ − τ · (1 − τ)
Minti +1,
where M csi = λπ(D
cs∗
i )
2 and M inti = λπ(D
int
i )
2 denote
the number of nodes in the carrier sense range of tx and
in the interference range of rx for Ri. The per-node
throughput Γi in Eq. (13) can then be expressed as
Γi=
P si · T
pl
i · Ri
P di · T
d
i + P
b
i · T
b
i + P
s
i · T
s
i + P
c
i · T
c
i
=
Tpl
i
Ri
Td
i
T s
i
Td
i
+
Pd
i
P s
i
+
P c
i
P s
i
·
T c
i
Td
i
+
P b
i
P s
i
·
T b
i
Td
i
.
To maximize the throughput Γi, the denominator in
the last expression of Eq. (13) should be minimized. Let
the denominator except the constant
T si
Td
i
be defined as
fi(τ) =
P di +K
c
i · P
c
i +K
b
i · P
b
i
P si
, (13)
where Kci =
T ci
Td
i
and Kbi =
T bi
Td
i
. Plugging the correspond-
ing probability expression of P di , P
c
i , and P
b
i into Eq. (13)
and setting the first derivative of function fi(τ) to zero
leads to:
(1 − τ)
Mcs
i (14)
=
Mint
i
(Kc
i
−Kb
i
)τ2 +Kb
i
(Mint
i
+ 1)τ −Kb
i
(Kb
i
− 1)(Mcs
i
−Mint
i
)τ2 + (Mcs
i
−Mint
i
− 1)(1 −Kb
i
)τ + 1−Kb
i
.
Given d, λ, and Ri, Eq. (14) can be numerically solved
for the corresponding values of Kci , K
b
i , M
cs
i , and M
int
i .
The optimal transmission probability τ∗ versus the num-
ber of nodes under various data rate are shown in Fig-
ure 5, assuming the mean data rates of nodes within Dcs∗i
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vary from 6 to 54 Mbps. Note that τ∗ is inversely pro-
portional to the selected data rate. That is, a node which
transmits a data frame with a high data rate should lower
its transmission probability τ to achieve the maximum
throughput. This is because the collision probability in-
creases with the data rate (thereby, larger interference
range and more potential interferers), and hence should
be alleviated by lowering the transmission attempts for
better throughput. On the other hand, a node that trans-
mits with a lower data rate should access the medium
more aggressively by increasing its transmission proba-
bility τ to maximize the throughput. Note that such ob-
servation on τ∗ and data rates is in sharp contrast of the
common belief that to maximize the network through-
put in the IEEE 802.11 infrastructure mode, nodes that
transmit with lower data rates should defer their trans-
missions in order to give more transmission time for nodes
that transmit with higher data rates. This phenomenon
is termed as performance anomaly [16, 17]. The differ-
ence in the two modes is due to the fact that in the IEEE
802.11 infrastructure mode, the objective is to maximize
the overall system throughput sustained inWLANs, while
in the work considered in the paper, the objective is to
maximize the throughput sustained by each node.
6.2 Control Reference for Optimal Operating
Point
In order to maximize the per-node throughput, we de-
vise a reference mechanism with the use of a control ref-
erence. A node collects information required to evaluate
the control reference and estimates the reference value ac-
cordingly. The node then compares the estimate against
the optimal control reference value. If the estimate is out-
side the optimal operating range, the node adjusts the
control parameter in order to drive the system toward
the optimal operating point. Ideally, the control refer-
ence should be easy to estimate, and its optimal value
should be robust against the network dynamics such as
changes in node density and network topology.
The control reference that we consider is the number of
idle slots, N isi , between two consecutive busy slots when a
node transmits a data frame with data rate Ri. N
is
i can
be readily measured by a node in a distribute manner.
Under the assumption that the network is stochastically
stable, N isi is a random variable of the geometric distri-
bution with parameter P bi /(1− P
s
i − P
c
i ), and
E[N isi ] =
P di
P bi
. (15)
After substituting τ∗ for τ in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), and
plugging them into Eq. (15), the optimal value of E[N isi ]
can be expressed as
E[N isi ]
∗ =
(1− τ∗)M
cs
i
1− (1 − τ∗)M
cs
i
, (16)
where τ∗ is the optimal transmission probability corre-
sponding to a given Ri (thereby, D
cs∗
i and D
int
i ) and λ
(thereby, M csi and M
int
i ).
Figure 6 gives E[N isi ]
∗ as a function of the number
of nodes in the carrier sense range under different data
rates. For each Ri, we present two values of E[N
is
i ]
∗s
representing the two cases that r¯ is 6 Mbps and 54 Mbps
and bounding the values which E[N isi ]
∗ can have. While
τ∗ has different values (even under the same network
density) depending on the rate of r¯ (Figure 5), E[N isi ]
∗
quickly converges to a constant as the network density in-
creases. This is the desirable feature required for a control
reference. The converged values of E[N isi ]
∗ for different
Ri values are given in Table 4.
Table 4: The lower and upper bound of E[N isi ]
∗
for Ri
i (Ri) E[N
is
i ]
∗
L E[N
is
i ]
∗
U
1 (6 Mbps) 0.1556 0.1706
2 (9 Mbps) 0.2496 0.2500
3 (12 Mbps) 0.3301 0.3541
4 (18 Mbps) 0.4890 0.5995
5 (24 Mbps) 1.4060 3.4818
6 (36 Mbps) 1.6639 4.3811
7 (48 Mbps) 2.3386 6.4597
8 (54 Mbps) 2.3946 6.6246
7. LINK ADAPTATION AND CONTENTION
CONTROL (LACC) SCHEME
In Section 6, we introduced, for each data rate Ri, N
is
i
as a control reference, and identified the desirable feature
of using E[N isi ]
∗ as the optimal reference value. Based
on the above findings, we devise in this section a dis-
tributed link adaptation and contention control scheme,
called LACC. In LACC, each node selects, based on the
frame error rate that it perceives, the optimal data rate
to be used and its corresponding carrier sense thresh-
old. Once the data rate is determined, the node performs
a contention control procedure during transmitting with
this data rate: it adjusts the contention window size so
that the control reference stays in the range of the opti-
mal control reference value (corresponding to the selected
data rate). In what follows, we will first discuss how to
set up the criterion for choosing the optimal data rate
given a frame error rate (Section 7.1). Then, we elabo-
rate on LACC (Section 7.2), and evaluate its performance
through simulations (Section 7.3).
7.1 Rate and Carrier Sense Threshold Selection
Recall that the IEEE 802.11a PHY sustains a total of
eight data rates with different modulation schemes and
coding rates. The basic idea behind link adaptation is
then to change (increase or decrease) the current data
10
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Figure 5: Optimal transmission probabilities under various data rates assuming r¯ varies from (a) 6
Mbps to (d) 54 Mbps.
rate with the objective of achieving higher throughput.
Let Ri (i ≥ 2) and P
e
i denote the data rate selected for
transmissions and the frame error rate associated with the
data rate, respectively. For a node to make the decision
of decreasing the data rate to the next lower level, Ri−1,
the expected throughput sustained with the use of Ri−1
should be greater than that with the current data rate,
i.e.,
Ri · (1− P
e
i ) ≤ Ri−1 · (1− P
e
i−1), (17)
where P ei−1 is the frame error rate associated with Ri−1.
The challenge in utilizing Eq. (17) is that P ei−1 can not be
readily obtained. To deal with this problem, we estimate
P ei−1 by αi ·P
e
i (0 ≤ αi < 1), where αi is small enough so
that the resulting scheme will not switch between Ri and
Ri−1 frequently. Plugging αi · P
e
i for P
e
i−1 into Eq. (17),
we have
P ei ≥
η−i − 1
η−i − αi
, (18)
where η−i is given by Ri/Ri−1. In particular, we denote
the right-hand side in Eq. (18) as the Loss Threshold to
Lower data rate for Ri (LTLi).
Similarly, for a node to make the decision of increasing
the data rate to the next higher level, Ri+1, Ri · (1 −
P ei ) ≤ Ri+1 · (1 − P
e
i+1). Since it is still challenging to
obtain P ei+1, we estimate it by βi · P
e
i (βi ≥ 1), where
βi is large enough so that the resulting scheme will not
switch between Ri and Ri+1 frequently. Note that it is
reasonable to assume P ei+1 is greater than P
e
i because the
SIR requirement associated with Ri+1 is more stringent.
Following a similar line of argument, we have
P ei ≤
η+i − 1
βi · η
+
i − 1
, (19)
where η+i is given by Ri+1/Ri. Again, we denote the
right-hand side in Eq. (19) as the Loss Threshold to Higher
data rate for Ri (LTHi).
In order to estimate P ei , each node keeps track of the
number of collision frames including those occurred dur-
ing re-transmissions over a specific window size δ, and
calculates P ei as the ratio of the number of the collision
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Figure 6: The optimal control reference E[N isi ]
∗
for Ri.
frames to the total number of frames transmitted. Recall
that a frame transmitted is considered to incur collision if
an ACK frame is not received at the transmitter within a
time interval of SIFS after the frame is transmitted. Note
that if the data rate Ri is selected in the next window of
δ, then its carrier sense threshold used, Scsi , is so deter-
mined that corresponding carrier sense range is equal to
d+Dinti ) as discussed in Section 6.1. The transmitter tx
can calculate Scsi using Eq. (3) with the input parame-
ters of Dinti and d, which can be estimated through the
received signal strength of control messages such as hello
messages from rx and the propagation model of Eq. (1).
7.2 Channel Access Control
Given Ri and D
cs∗
i by the link adaptation, each node
attempts to optimize its transmission activities based on
a reference mechanism. As discussed in Section 6.2, when
a node uses the data rate Ri, it keeps track of the average
number of idle slots between two consecutive busy slots,
E[N isi ], and compares it against the optimal control ref-
erence value E[N isi ]
∗. Let (N isi )j denote the number of
idle slots measured at the end of the jth busy slot. E[N isi ]
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is then updated using the moving average as
E[N isi ]j ← γE[N
is
i ]j−1 + (1− γ)(N
is
i )j . (20)
Note that j is reset to zero whenever a new window
for the link adaptation is started. As shown in Fig-
ure 6, E[N isi ]
∗ depends on r¯ which is not readily avail-
able to an individual node. To resolve this problem, we
utilize E[N isi ]
∗
L and E[N
is
i ]
∗
U in Table 4. Specifically,
(E[N isi ]
∗
L, E[N
is
i ]
∗
U ) is the range in which E[N
is
i ] lies. If
E[N isi ] measured at the end of a busy slot is smaller than
E[N isi ]
∗
L, then the wireless medium is over-utilized and τi
is decreased (which in turn will increase E[N isi ]). On the
other hands, if E[N isi ] is higher than E[N
is
i ]
∗
U , then the
medium is under-utilized, and τ is increased (which in
turn will decrease E[N isi ]). τ is controlled in an additive-
increase-multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) manner (the con-
vergence of which to the target value has been established
in [19]) as follows:


If E[N isi ] > E[N
is
i ]
∗
U ,
τ ← τ + ǫ ⇔ CW ← 2(CW+1)ǫ(CW+1)+2 − 1,
If E[N isi ] < E[N
is
i ]
∗
L,
τ ← µ · τ ⇔ CW ← CW+1µ − 1,
(21)
where ǫ and µ are the additive increase parameter and the
multiplicative decrease parameter satisfying 0 < ǫ, µ < 1.
Note that the rules for tuning τ have been converted into
those for tuning CWi using Eq. (6). The pseudo code of
LACC is given below.
7.3 Performance Evaluation
In this simulation study, nodes are randomly distrib-
uted in a 1000m × 1000m area following a Poisson point
process. A total of four different node densities are used:
λ =150, 200, 250 and 300/km2. Each simulation result
is the average of 10 runs on different random topologies
in order to smooth out fluctuation caused by topology
peculiarities.
We compare LACC with (i) basic 802.11a DCF with
the binary exponential backoff (BEB) mechanism (la-
beled as DCF-BAS-BEB), (ii) basic 802.11a DCF with a
fixed contention window (DCF-BAS-FCW), (iii) 802.11a
DCF with LACC and BEB (DCF-LA-BEB), and (iv)
802.11a DCF with LACC and fixed contention window
(DCF-LA-FCW). Table 5 and 6 summaries the para-
meters used for these five algorithms in the evaluation.
Contrary to DCF-BAS-BEB and DCF-BAS-FCW, where
each nodes always use the default data rate and the de-
fault carrier sense threshold, under DCF-LA-BEB and
DCF-LA-FCW each node determines the carrier sense
threshold associated with each data rate. Thus, through
comparison of DCF-BAS-BEB (DCF-BAS-FCW, respec-
tively) with DCF-LA (DCF-LA-FCW, respectively) the
proposed link adaptation mechanism can be evaluated
with the BEB (with fixed contention window, respec-
tively). Contrary to the other four algorithms where each
Algorithm 1 Link Adaptation and Contention Control
(LACC) Scheme
1: windows counter← δ
2: i←M {M is the largest rate index}
3: N isi ← 0
4: while true do
5: if idle slot then
6: N isi ++
7: else if busy slot then
8: E[N isi ]← γE[N
is
i ] + (1− γ)N
is
i
9: if E[N isi ] > E[N
is
i ]
∗
U then
10: CW ← 2(CW+1)
ǫ(CW+1)+2
− 1
11: else if E[N isi ] < E[N
is
i ]
∗
L then
12: CW ← CW+1
µ
− 1
13: end if
14: N isi ← 0
15: else
16: update P ei
17: if windows counter == 0 then
18: if P ei ≥ LTLi then
19: i--
20: Scsi ←
Ptx
(d+Dint
i
)θ
21: N isi ← 0
22: else if P ei ≤ LTUi then
23: i++
24: Scsi ←
Ptx
(d+Dint
i
)θ
25: N isi ← 0
26: end if
27: windows counter← δ
28: end if
29: windows counter--
30: end if
31: end while
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Table 5: Parameters used in the performance
evaluation
Variable Value Definition
Lpli 2048 B Payload size
d 30 m Tx-rx distance
δ 150 Window counter
γ 0.1 Moving average parameter
ǫ 0.0001 Additive increase parameter
µ 0.8 Multiplicative decrease parameter
CWmin 31 Min contention window for BEB
CWmax 1023 Max contention window for BEB
CW 1023 Fixed contention window size
R 6Mbps Default data rate
Scs -88dBm Default carrier sense threshold
Table 6: α and β for each data rate in the perfor-
mance evaluation
Rate 6 9 12 18 24 36 48 54
αi n/a .79 .84 .75 .84 .72 .81 .92
βi 1.22 1.19 1.25 1.21 1.27 1.22 1.10 n/a
node uses either the BEB with CWmin and CWmax or
the fixed contention window CW (as in Table 5), under
LACC each node determines its contention window size
according to Algorithm 1. Thus the proposed reference
mechanism can be evaluated.
Figure 7 shows the average one-hop throughput at-
tained by a tx−rx pair under 5 different algorithms and 4
different node densities. LACC outperforms the other al-
gorithms except DCF-LA-BEB over all topologies, while
DCF-BAS-FCW achieves the worst performance. The
throughput attained by DCF-BAS-FCW decreases with
the increase in the node density. This is because the
level of carrier sense threshold of DCF-BAS-FCW is con-
stant regardless of network dynamics. As discussed in the
Section 5, the optimal carrier sense range for each data
rate is different from each other depending on the net-
work condition. This means even if the best data rate for
a connection can be selected opportunistically, through-
put degradation can not be avoided unless the carrier
sense threshold is tuned adaptively to the network condi-
tion. By using the proposed link adaptation mechanism,
DCF-LA-FCW achieves 30.7% higher throughput than
DCF-BAS-FCW when the network size is 150, and 16.6%
higher when the network size is 300.
The performance gain of the proposed contention con-
trol mechanism can be evaluated when LACC is com-
pared against DCF-LA-FCW and DCF-LA-BEB in Fig-
ure 7. LACC achieves 34.6% higher throughput than
DCF-LA-FCW when the network size is 150, and 35.1%
higher when the network size is 300. However, one in-
teresting finding is that DCF-LA-BEB achieves 39.4%
higher throughput than LACC when the network size is
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Figure 7: Average throughput per node under 5
different algorithms over 4 node densities.
150. This implies that BEB can outperform the proposed
contention control mechanism when the network size is
small. However, with the increase in the network size, the
performance of DCF-LA-BEB degrades very quickly and
is worse than DCF-BAS-FCW when the network size is
300. This means that the proposed link adaptation mech-
anism does not collaborate well with the BEB in denser
networks.
To find out the reason for the throughput discrepancy
among DCF-LA-BEB, DCF-LA-FCW and LACC, Fig-
ure 8 shows the percentage of time a certain data rate
is used. One observation is that for any of these three
algorithms, with the increase in the network size, more
nodes use 6Mbps and less nodes use 54Mbps due to the
increase in the contention level in the network. For exam-
ple, under DCF-LA-BEB, a node use 6Mbps with prob-
ability 0.46, and use 54Mbps with probability 0.38 when
the network size is 150. This indicates that BEB can
coordinate well contention among nodes when the net-
work size is small. Thus, a large portion of nodes can
switch from 6Mbps up to 54Mbps, and hence achieves
every high throughput. However, when the network size
is large (e.g 300 nodes), more than 70% nodes work on
6Mbps and hence the performance degrades. Comparing
with the other two algorithms, DCF-LA-FCW has the
smallest number of nodes working on 6Mbps. This is be-
cause the contention level is low with the fixed contention
window of 1023. This large contention window also ex-
plains why the throughput is low even though more than
about 50% nodes use data rates higher than 6Mbps. This
necessitates use of contention control.
As shown in Figure 8 (a) and (c), nodes under LACC
have similar percentage of time using 6Mbps as nodes un-
der DCF-LA-BEB. However, as shown in Figure 7, LACC
achieves higher throughput than DCF-LA-BEB in denser
networks. This implies that the proposed reference mech-
anism is more effective than BEB specifically in denser
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Figure 8: Probability for data rates that a node uses under 5 different algorithms over 4 node densities.
networks. In a denser network, nodes experience colli-
sion more often, which leads to larger contention window
sizes under BEB. Since the contention window is expo-
nentially increased, the transmit attempt of a node de-
creases drastically as a node experiences collisions succes-
sively. This may cause nodes to delay accessing the wire-
less medium than necessary, leading to lower spatial reuse
and lower throughput ultimately. On the other hand, the
contention window control under LACC is performed in
the optimal manner, and gains higher throughput.
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed for IEEE 802.11-operated
multi-rate, multi-hop networks a channel status model
that characterizes the physical carrier sense mechanism
and the multi-rate capability. We validate the model
through comparing numerical computation and simula-
tion results. Then we investigate the effect of jointly tun-
ing the carrier sense threshold and employing multiple
data rates on the per-node throughput. We show that
the level of the optimal carrier sense range is so deter-
mined that it strikes a balance between the effect caused
by hidden nodes and that by exposed nodes.
As a preamble to devising a localized parameter tun-
ing algorithm that maximizes the per-node throughput,
we select the number of idle slots between two consecutive
busy slots as the control reference and determine its op-
timal value guaranteeing the optimal network operation.
The reason why the number of idle slots between consecu-
tive busy slots is chosen is because this parameter can be
readily measured and is robust against network dynamics.
We then propose a distributed and localized algorithm,
called Link Adaptation and Contention Control (LACC).
Under LACC, each node selects a data rate and the cor-
responding carrier sense threshold (most suitable for the
current channel and network condition), and tunes the
contention window size so that the value of the control
reference measured stays in its optimal range. Simulation
results show that the proposed link adaptation and the
contention control mechanism of LACC gain the perfor-
mance improvement up to 30.7% and 35.1%, respectively.
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